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ABSTRACT
This study was conduct to explore benefits of proper practice method of double bass towards the
good tone production. The purpose of this studies to identify most suitable method or playing
position and gives some useful guide and skills for double bassist to be trained in the exact practice
method of right hand and left hand to produce a good tone on double bass. For this particular
study, there are two collection method of data. Primary data collection, which include the
interviews such as telephone, questionnaire that are either personally administered or send
through mail. Secondary data for this research is done through journals, articles, literature review,
documents which were related to the study. From the findings, it shows that when double bassist
executes a proper method and techniques In double bass playing, it will produce a beneficial results
for the double bassist. All the method and techniques that have been discussed will lead a young
double bassist a steps to deliver a quality performance.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
Double Bass is the insu'ument that cumes From string instrument family. Double bass is the largest 
and lowest pitched string instrument in common used, Compare Earn the others string instmmcnl 
such like violins, Violas and cellos. Double bass is the orchestral insmlment that usually played root 
note for the orchestral work and double bass also functions as the solo instmmzm‘ Generally there are 
two ways of playing double bass. The ﬁxst one is by area (bowing), and for area than are two 
methods for holding a bow for the double bass, the ﬁrst one is German bow and the second one is the 
French how. 
“The German bow with its migin ﬁum the viola dn gumbo insu-umznts and the Franco-Indian 
(French) bow that has been developed ﬁ-om the viola dn bracL-ia instnlments, Both categories allaw 
additional variations”, Penzborn (2001) 
The second way of playing dnublc bass is by pizzicato 
Tone production and projection is panicIﬂarly important on bass, since it sounds in a register that is 
diﬁicult for people to bean Also, the length, diamctu and mass of bass strings quire some diﬂ‘er 
approaches to tone production. This research aim is to study the factors that contribute to the sound 
prodlmtiun of the double bass. 
To produce a tone, it can range ﬁ'om wrious aspects‘ There are few aspects or factors that can 
cunuibute to the good sound production of the double bass. Besides having a good instrument or a
